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Abstract—Due to the importance given today to innovation, the education sector is evolving thanks digital technologies. Virtual Reality (VR) can be a potential teaching tool offering many advantages in the field of training and education, as it allows to acquire theoretical knowledge and practical skills using an immersive experience in less time than the traditional educational process. These assumptions allow to lay the foundations for a new educational environment, involving and stimulating for students. Starting from the objective of strengthening the innovative teaching offer and the learning processes, the case study of the research concerns the digitalization of MastrLAB, High Quality Laboratory (HQL) belonging to the Department of Structural, Building and Geotechnical Engineering (DISEG) of the Polytechnic of Turin, to create an innovative educational environment, involving and stimulating for students. The MastrLAB-VR has been developed, a revolutionary innovative training tool designed with the aim of educating the class in total safety on the techniques of use of machinery, thus reducing the dangers arising from the performance of potentially dangerous activities. The virtual laboratory, dedicated to the students of the Civil Engineering Courses of the Polytechnic of Turin, has been projected to simulate in an absolutely realistic way the experimental approach to the structural tests foreseen in their courses of study: from the tensile tests to the relaxation tests, from the steel qualification tests to the resilience tests on elements at environmental conditions or at characterizing temperatures. The research work proposes a methodology for the virtualization of technical laboratories through the application of Building Information Modelling (BIM), starting from the creation of a digital model. The process includes the creation of an independent application, which with Oculus Rift technology will allow the user to explore the environment and interact with objects through the use of joypads. The application has been tested in prototype way on volunteers, obtaining results related to the acquisition of the educational notions exposed in the experience through a virtual quiz with multiple answers, achieving an overall evaluation report. The results have shown that MastrLAB-VR is suitable for both beginners and experts and will be adopted experimentally for other laboratories of the University departments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to improve learning in schools is certainly a priority, given the rapid changes we are experiencing in our society. “It is widely believed that countries’ social and economic well-being will depend to an ever greater extent on the quality of their citizens’ education: the emergence of the so-called ‘knowledge society’, the transformation of information and the media, and increasing specialization on the part of organizations all call for high skill profiles and levels of knowledge. Today’s education systems are required to be both effective and efficient, or in other words, to reach the goals set for them while making the best use of available resources” [1].

“The paradigms change: the classroom, understood as a physical place, gives way to dematerialization. New technologies allow a wider access to learning and the diffusion of the culture of innovation” [2].

Schools must not passively undergo these changes; on the other side, they must offer students and staff better tools to respond to new learning needs in a dynamic and innovative way.

In recent years, new education models based on innovative technologies such as Virtual/Augmented Reality are increasingly emerging. Many scholars have highlighted the benefits that VR brings to students who use it, declaring that it is a valuable tool especially in educational contexts.
VR is a technological component of digital reality (Fig. 1) that can help solve real-world business problems and create competitive advantages [3].

The VR market is going through technological enhancement progress, with the aim of developing tools and frameworks that are increasingly ergonomic and adapted to the needs of the subject.

According to [14] "The Future of Immersive Experiences" dedicated to the Virtual and Augmented Reality in industry carried out by Gartner in 2022, 70% of companies worldwide will have experimented immersive technologies with a use intended for customers or within the company, and 25% will use them for production. In addition, IDC data [4] show that revenues for the Augmented and VR market at European level, between 2017 and 2022, will increase at an average annual growth rate of 74%; total expenditure on AR and VR products and services will increase from $1.06 billion in 2017 to $16.84 billion in 2022. The education sector is expected to grow most through the development of laboratories and new fields of research (with a CAGR of 128%). In fact, in the last few years there have been a lot of applications of VR in the educational field [5], the learning experience in a virtual world has several advantages:

- Virtual platforms and headsets are the new tools for inspiring creative learning;
- Education whose is not possible in reality, will be possible in VR;
- Virtual game-based experience increases students' motivation;
- Collaboration in VR classroom fosters social integration of learners;
- Learning is achieved by direct interaction, not by mouse clicks;

The results from the learning process are truly assessed [6].

A further advantage of VR is the possibility to involve at the same time almost all the sense organs, allowing a complete perceptive immersion of the subject in the learning context and to use most of the senses in collaborative, practical and active activities, allowing the demolition of the walls of the classroom [7]. In the educational field, the application of VR allows to perform in total safety operations that are typically considered dangerous in school contexts, such as the use of specific equipment in laboratories. Moreover, it is possible to introduce mechanics and dynamics of gamification of education allowing a more engaging and entertaining learning. Starting from the considerations previously described, MastrLAB-VR, a revolutionary innovative training tool designed for the laboratory MastrLAB of the Department of Structural and Geotechnical Engineering (DISEG) has been developed with the aim to safely train an entire class on the techniques of use of machinery through the immersive technology of VR. MastrLAB-VR is suitable for beginners and experts and will be adopted on an experimental basis in several laboratories of the University departments.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this article, a methodology for the virtualization of the educational and research laboratories of DISEG will be presented in support of didactic innovation. The study of this research is focused on the use of VR, based on a process of digitization of building heritage that has as its starting point the BIM "is an emerging technology for building modelling, collaborative design, and integrated project delivery" [8]. The methodology (Fig. 2) that has been defined for this work is the following:

1. Data research in a traditional and innovative way
2. Documentation analysis
3. Architectural modeling of the laboratory
4. Machinery modeling
5. Creation of interactive virtual environments.

During the research phase, data were collected thanks to traditional surveys (geometric survey, functional survey, archive documents and Cad plans) and innovative surveys (Cloud of points, videos and photos at 360°), the latter allowed to obtain a quantity of information unachievable with traditional surveys. In the second phase, analyzing the documents, it became clear that other types of information were needed related to the conditions of the structure. After establishing the structure of the project folder (CDE) as required by the BS-PAS 1192 protocol in order to achieve good collaboration between users and proper coordination, the virtual model of the MastrLAB laboratory was created with Autodesk Revit 2018 software and the machines were modeled with Inventor 2018 software. In both models, all the alphanumeric and graphic information necessary to reach the research objective has been inserted. Fig. 3 represents interoperability between software used in this job.

Finally, to develop MastrLAB-VR, the digital model was exported in the interchange format. fbx, and imported into Autodesk 3ds Max software. After the materials were applied, the model was re-exported in fbx format, and imported into VR Unity 3D software to create the virtual environment with interactive content. Then the cameras, lights, etc. were set; and defined the operations, through the scripts, which were used to create the application, through the oculus Rift, a PC with a power that allows to manage VR games. The subject wearing the viewer and holding the joypads will be able to immerse

1 It is the world's leading research and advisory company. It equips business leaders with indispensable insights, advice and tools.
2 It is the rate of return required for an investment to grow from its beginning balance to its ending balance.

1 Laboratory that operates in the field of experimental scientific research on traditional and innovative building materials and structures made with these materials.
2 It is the point of reference in Politecnico di Torino for the areas of knowledge that studies safety issues and the practical and formal planning of constructions, taking into account environmental and human actions and their integration with the natural and built environment, considering their uniqueness and regarding the local community.
himself in the virtual laboratory and through a virtual tour will be able to interact with the objects that are inside the virtual environment. The endpoint of our interoperability workflow is a 3D engine software, Unity3D. Unity VR lets target VR devices directly without any external plug-ins in projects. It provides a base API and feature set with compatibility for multiple devices and provides forward compatibility for future devices and software [9]. The VR system used is the Oculus Rift.

Fig. 2 Methodology schema

Fig. 3 Interoperability schema

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>Comparison between Classical and VR-Based Learning Workflow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classical Learning Limits</td>
<td>VR based Learning Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited seats for larger classes and limited time</td>
<td>Unlimited seats and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly theoretical concepts with non-existent connections between theory and practice</td>
<td>Practice tasks linked to theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some laboratories practice cannot be conducted in front of students due to safety rules</td>
<td>All laboratory practices can be done in full safety environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preliminary stage of the process consisted of the creation of the virtual environment by assets import and corrections. As shown in Table I, through analysis on learning methods has been created a comparative table among classical laboratory learning workflow and the one assisted by VR.

As first step, different interviews have been done among laboratory stakeholders in order to formalize the actual learning system that occurs to explain mechanical process in laboratory. With the creation of a VR system, most of problems can be overlapped. Fig. 4 represents the system architecture, whose creation has been inspired the needs that
The endpoint on which the user can interact with the system is the VR Interface. The 3D model of the laboratory is visualized inside the VR device and the user can interact with through different triggers such as virtual buttons. The VR software is maintained by a Backend Interface, programmed to allow communication between graphic and logics. The Backend Interface component is the heart of the system and allows to recall data from the various satellites.

Two kinds of data have been treated:
- **Data on load**: necessary for the software working, they will be load at the start phase of the system.
- **Data on request**: loaded when a trigger requests them and are useful to perform additional operations.

The different logics inside the system enable different actions on the 3D models loaded.

The **Machining Logic** is the interface necessary to load the machines logic and the information related to various equipment. It is based on a database containing in json format the description of the machine and the list of operations that it can perform, linked to corresponding Unity Animation. Furthermore, there is the material list, containing data about mechanical parameters of different specimens.

The **Movements Logic** is necessary for mapping real movements with virtual ones. It is performed by using the Oculus Rift SDK that proposes open APIs to manage the VR hardware.

Another feature that has been added is the **360° Photosphere**. Photospheres are photos on 360°; in this case, they show the real laboratory and are placed inside the virtual model in specific points to allow user to visualize the real environment inside the virtual one. Different triggers have been loaded in various positions inside the lab map. By crossing them, the 360 Photosphere logic loads the corresponding 360 photo of the surrounding environment allowing user to look at the real laboratory. This complex framework has been developed with the main goal of achieve consents between students and professionals. Three main aspects have been carried on achieving the results proposed:
- Virtual involvement in using laboratory equipment
- Virtual experimentation in laboratory
- Verification of knowledge.

To increase the involvement of users during the virtual experience, the system provides a complex integration of Oculus Rift Controller to simulate the real technical laboratory activities. In fact, the oculus rift controller allows, through the sensors installed, the virtual simulation of human hands gestures [10]. The controller mediation of real human hands movements has allowed developing better the sense of use linked to the manipulation of virtual laboratory tools.
In Fig. 6 is shown how the hand interaction system has been developed. Starting from the reading of technical documentation and with the support of stakeholders and the analysis of tasks, the hand related movements have been ported in the VR system using the Oculus Rift controller API provided by Oculus. At the end of the process, the real laboratory operations result is translated inside the VR environment to create the virtual laboratory. This result shows its main potentialities in learning laboratory-related subjects, training operators on new technologies and divulgation of scientific researches to a wide variety of users.

As reported in the official documentation, the Oculus Rift touch controller allows replicating some virtual gestures starting from real ones by using touch sensors installed in the
joystick, trigger and grip buttons. Once the user became familiar with the system, the use of this type of controller led to a cleaner and intuitive experience. Through the movement’s logic controller, the information detected by touch controller sensors has been used to improve experience and to increase immersivity. Three kinds of gesture have been implemented:

- **Point**: It’s used to point an option or an object on screen
- **Select**: It’s used to interact with the virtual environment
- **Grab**: It’s used to grab the objects

The virtual experimentation experience consists of the implementation of series of laboratory tasks. It depends on the **Machining Logic** that shares data with the **Machining and materials database**, containing the necessary information that can be classified in two categories:

- **Machining Data**: Data related to processes, list of materials
- **Machines Data**: Data related to machines

The link between this data and the 3D model is guaranteed by the use of unique **TAG** for every design.

Fig. 8 Item of Machining and materials database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>machiningName</th>
<th>mechanical traction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>machiningDesc</td>
<td>This Machine is used to test th...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag</td>
<td>3dModel2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animation</td>
<td>tAnim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulationsMea</td>
<td>kN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulationsController</td>
<td>3dModel4042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 General workflow for system activities

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 8 represents one item of the machining and materials database for a UTM (Universal Testing Machine). The field **machiningDesc** contains a brief description about the machine and it can be visualized by clicking a button on the 3D Model of the machine. The link between the data and the model is defined through the string **tag**. **Animation** field is necessary to link the animation to the model.

The other parameters are technical parameters related to setting range for the processing, the operation that the machine can perform and the **regulationsController** that is a link to the 3D model of the machine computer where the user can interact and change the parameters.

In a typical session, the user starts from choosing the material for the practice. Different materials preserve different properties and their choice influences the result of the procedure. Next phase is the choice of the machining. At the end of the procedure, the user has to arm the machine and he can visualize the result in term of visual product and in terms of data.

One of the mechanical processing that has been integrated inside the software is the **mechanical breakage of the specimen**.

The process started from the choice of the material. The user must carry the specimen after having collect by using the controller gesture for grab, on the forklift. After that, he can drive the forklift, by starting the engine through virtual button pressure. He can move around the path dedicated to forklift inside the laboratory to bring the piece near to machine. After that he must program the load of the machine. By using simple mechanical calculation, having the property for the specified specimen, the software calculates the theorical effect of the strength application on the specimen.

During the phase of machining, where the machine reproduces animation related on movements for that particular processing, the user can see how the process works and at the end of this, he can see the final product, how the damage for the strength have been spread around the specimen structure. Also, the system creates graph reporting the result of the process in analytical way.

Every process activates flags to preannounce that the task has been completed. At the end of the experience, participants are asked to take a virtual test. In this task, different questions, based on the activities accomplished, are loading inside
through the Quiz Logic component that communicates with questions Database. The Quiz logic Controller is the main actor that creates interface between the backend and the database. It reads all the flag and query the database in order to obtain the associated questions.

The test is based on multiple answers in a number from 2 to 4. Another parameter is the time used by the user to complete the test. Results are saved inside a local database, containing timestamp, time for completion and % of success as reported in Fig. 13.

III. RESULTS

As a research laboratory, we have proposed the software to different stakeholders in order to evaluate its effectiveness in the aspect of: Divulgation, Practical Impact and how this technology could present the laboratory outside polytechnic walls. “Italian Tech Week (ITW) is a non-profit project promoted by the Turin Chamber of Commerce, Club degli Investitori, Compagnia di Sanpaolo, Fondazione CRT, Fondazione LINKS, OGR, Politecnico di Torino, School of Entrepreneurship and Innovation (SEI), Torino Social Impact, Unione Industriale di Torino and University of Turin and aims to strengthen the integration of the territorial ecosystem of innovation, while offering opportunities for discussion and reflection at national and European level. During these events, MASTRLab VR has been presented to users belonging to different work areas, various ethnic groups and with different cultural backgrounds” [11].
The age distribution is reported in Fig. 14. As visible, the major number of participants had an age from 15-30 years. In the range 40-60 years, 18.6% of the total people attended to the event, this value shows a great overture in front of this kind of technology also for adults. Totally the number of participants was 134, with a mean age of 29.40 years old and a standard deviation of 17.

First, the level of user experience with virtual reality devices has been evaluated. The results, as reported in Fig. 15, show that whole participants group can be divided in two groups: the first one has already been involved in this kind of experience, while for the second one is the first time.

After these preliminary questions, all participants have been subjected to the trial of the technology. At the end of the test, four main aspects have been evaluated:
- Virtual involvement
- Divulgation
- Learning Strategy
- Quiz Evaluation

Quiz Evaluation

The first four indicators have been measured with a survey. Every question of the survey presents answer in a scale of 4 values: “Not at all satisfying”, “Poor satisfying”, “Enough satisfying” and “Very satisfying”.

With the Virtual Involvement parameter the appealing amount of the experience has been evaluated.
specialized activities made in MASTRLab. 98% of participants conveyed in the use of the software for the diffusion of the operations conducted inside the lab.

The third parameter under survey was the evaluation of the learning strategy. Also, in this case, the percentage of satisfaction is very high. This represents how the software is really appreciated from the selected audience.

![How judge the learning role of the software?](image)

Fig. 18 Participants opinion on the learning system proposed by the framework

To formalize the learning imprinting that this software can bring to users, every participant has done the final quiz for the selected machining process.

| Table II: Quiz Results for 134 Attendees |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Number of participants | 7 | 17 | 31 | 20 | 59 |
| Quiz Score | 0-20% | 20-50% | 50-70% | 70-90% | 90-100% |
| Mean time (s) | 360 | 420 | 330 | 500 | 382 |

With respect to total number of participants, 79.06% of them totalize a score from 90% to 100% in 382 seconds. This is a great percentage of success, considering furthermore establishing a boundary to pass the test equal to 50% the 82% of participants passed the test, with respect to 18% that has been instead rejected.

IV. CONCLUSION

The enormous potential of this MastrLAB-VR application is the possibility to make training in an effective, fast, cheap and safe way, allowing to reduce the costs of material for the exercises and ensuring a safe training without exposing students or objects of their experience to danger or damage. It is the first VR laboratory of the Department and is aimed at different users: students, professors, laboratory technicians who need to operate in total safety and access from anywhere. The MastrLAB-VR allows simulating in an absolutely realistic and safe way the activities of traditional machinery. The laboratory activity is an important element to establish continuity between theoretical activity and practical experimentation. This system is, therefore, aimed at learning innovative tools in order to enhance the results of laboratory activities. The virtual laboratory is designed to simulate practical exercises with the use of machinery for the students of Building and Civil Engineering courses: tensile tests, universal tests, dynamic tests, relaxation tests, steel qualification tests, compression tests, multi-axial tests, fatigue tests, resilience tests on elements under environmental conditions or at characterizing temperatures, hardness control tests.

The university must always be sensible to continuous innovation, to progress and technological renewal. This is why the great opportunity to use VR technology in the educational field allows considerable advantages, described above, and creates immense opportunities - from student recruitment [12] to the learning process of real activities [13]. The development of applications in VR will require professional skills so the new generation of VR specialists such as graphic designers, programmers and engineers must be trained first of all to provide solutions that are not only technically perfect but will take into account all the needs. We have seen how, if designed correctly, virtual training has a number of advantages: it is fun, effective and it allows you to keep what you have learned for a long time. These innovative teaching methods, with the aim of strengthening the teaching offer and learning processes, are aimed at a greater understanding of the individual learning processes of the group dynamics that are triggered in a classroom.
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